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CAMERON ERICKSON
SOURIS RIVER COOPERATIVE
general manager

DAN SEM
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
general manager

SOME SHIFTING WITHIN

SOURIS RIVER COOPERATIVE
On December 31, 2015, Lonnie Zahn will retire
from Souris River Cooperative. Lonnie began his career
with SRC on April 16, 1979. Lonnie’s retirement will
undoubtedly leave a big hole and cause many ripples as
we do our best to fill his position. Thirty six years is a long
time at any position. We certainly wish Lonnie a long and
successful retirement. He will be missed.
Jeff Kittell will move from Lansford to Russell and assume
merchandising duties upon Lonnie’s retirement. At this
writing, we are taking applications for the location manager
position in Lansford. We will do our best to keep patrons
informed as we continue with our succession strategies.
I don’t have anything new to report regarding a potential
unification between Bottineau Farmers Elevator and Souris

Lonnie’s retirement will
undoubtedly leave a big
hole... we will do our best
to fill his position.

River Cooperative. Both boards have indicated discussions
will resume in early winter after harvest.
Souris River Cooperative held its annual meeting on June
17th and reported results of its March 31, 2015 fiscal year.
We came in with local earnings of $4.1 million. Regional
patronage contributed $1.3 million for a net pretax income
of $5.4 million. We sent cash in the form of equity
retirements and patronage back to our patrons of just over
$2.0 million. We also elected a new director at our annual
meeting as Myron Hanson indicated he would be spending
more time in Phoenix through the winter months. Nathan
Boll joined the board for his first term. We’ll go easy on
him for the first year. After that, all bets are off. Welcome,
Nathan! n

READY TO LEAD THE WAY
I write this article four months into my new position as general manager, and the
first thing I need to say is Thank You! Thank you to my fellow employees and to our patrons for the
overwhelming support I have received to this point. I have used all that support to get myself settled into
the role and get a good handle on our business from a different perspective. This newest endeavor of
my 22-year career has gone very well so far and I am excited to see what the future brings!
The weather dealt us some very good cards in terms of having one of the nicest Aprils I have
experienced. With that being said, April also showed us how fast we can empty our Mega Plant. We
fought hard to keep urea and mesz on hand, and I believe our team did the best job possible in getting
timely supply. We appreciated our patrons showing patience in allowing us to find tons when the plant
was very short on supply.
At time of writing, spraying season is going very well. With some recent heavy rains we will no doubt be
looking hard at which fungicides we will be applying to secure what looks to be a very good crop.
Now that planting season is over, my focus will be to evaluate each of our location’s needs moving into
fall and our 2016 budget year. We are very excited to see a new warehouse going up in Glenburn and
we will be looking at more capital investments as we continue to grow and better serve our patrons.
In closing, I look forward to the challenges we will face together in continuing to grow and serve this
region. My goal is to be as accessible as possible to our patrons and I hope to visit with many of you in
my new role. n
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GREG MARSHALL
ENERBASE
board chairman

A BIG THANK

BRAD HAUGEBERG
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
general manager

YOU

For those of you that attended the annual meeting
this year, a big THANK YOU. I have that in large letters
to state the significance of those who were there. We had
to scramble on phones to get enough attendance for a
quorum (50 members). If we did not have enough members
in attendance, we could not have conducted the business
required and would need to reschedule to try again. The
last few years, a larger door prize has been awarded to
hopefully improve attendance. It would seem that unless
there is an item of contention, attendance is lower. The
board is looking into mail-in ballots for items to be voted on.
Those mail-in ballots would then count towards the quorum.
It would allow more of the membership an opportunity
to have their voice count if they have other commitments
during the day of the meeting. Look for more information to
become available in upcoming correspondence.
Congratulations goes out to all the winners of the door
prizes at the annual meeting. This year’s grand prize winner
was Jeff Larson. He received his choice of 1,000 gallons of
fuel or propane.
Congratulations also goes out to all the scholarship
recipients this year. Blaise Stanley- Minot; Claire CarlsonGlenburn; Shane Giedd- Washburn; Jake Bloms- Minot;
Michelle Risan- Parshall; Gwen Scheresky- Max; Dylan
Finken- Max; and Kimberly Ellwein- Hazen. They each
received a $1,000 scholarship from Enerbase. The board
had the difficult job of choosing from 33 applications.
This is the most ever received in one year. A thank you to
Jayme Burkhart for all her behind-the-scenes work on the
scholarships.

As was announced at the annual meeting, Enerbase once
again has preferred stock available for the members to
retire some of their equity. The stock symbol is CHSCO.
The members will be allowed to retire any stock up
through the year of 2005. The preferred stock pays a
quarterly dividend. The current yield is near 7%. For more
information call the office at 701-852-2501.
Spring has come and gone and we are now in the summer
season. Work continues on the new office facility that
will be located in conjunction with the Agrabase facility
in north Minot. The goal is to move offices to that facility
this fall. In addition to the offices, a parts, service and
retail section will also be located at the facility. The board
and management’s goal is to keep the downtown pump
location open and continue to have full-service pumps
available for customers.
By the time you read this, the new office facility in
Washburn should be up and running. It should provide
better service and communications for customers and
employees. Stop in and take a look. The current office
building will be moved to the Hazen agronomy location
and will continue to be used.
Good luck with harvest everyone!

n

100 YEARS LATER...
STILL THE SAME MISSION
In 1915 a group of farmers
got together and formed a
cooperative named the Minot
Farmers’ Cooperative Elevator Co. They
elected a board of directors to hire a
manager and to guide this cooperative
toward the future, providing a
marketplace for their crops and
sourcing other needs for its members.

...this cooperative
is still governed by
a board elected by
the membership and
has the very same
responsibilities to the
rest of the membership.

Who could have guessed that 100
years later that cooperative would
still exist with the same governance
and mission. While the cooperative
has changed its name a couple of times, this cooperative still is governed by a board
elected by the membership and has the very same responsibilities to the rest of the
membership.

I am very proud to be the manager at this juncture and amazingly there have been only
seven managers over the past century. I have another interest in this cooperative as my
dad, my grandfather and two great-grandfathers were members of this cooperative.
It is truly an honor to be a part of this milestone in this cooperative’s history. We will
have a special celebration in November in conjunction with our 2015 annual meeting.
We will have several items to commemorate this special occasion. More on that and
details of the upcoming meeting will be forthcoming. n
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ERIC MOBERG
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
board chairman

LONNIE ZAHN
SOURIS RIVER COOPERATIVE
merchandiser

A RECAP ON A

WONDERFUL CAREER
I just got the word that I have to write an article for the newsletter this time.
Writing isn’t one of my strengths, but I will give it a try.

STORAGE SPACE...
A HOT COMMODITY

Greetings from the CHS SunPrairie board. As
a farmer in the northern part of our area, I’m glad to
see a return to a more “normal” season, if there is
such a thing. It was the first time in several years that
every field of mine had seed planted in it, and in a
timely manner for a change. I hope your season has
gone well.
As a director for your cooperative, I’m often asked
about building storage at our grain facilities. As
harvest approaches, grain space is usually a hot topic.
I wanted to talk to you a little today about how we
plan and decide how that is done.
Your board meets at least once a year to discuss
long-range planning (twice in the last year). Since
I have been involved on this board, there is always
no shortage of ideas on investing in assets for grain

...we are working with CHS and the
railroad to come up with projects to
ensure we will be able to serve our
patrons far into the future.
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handling. We all want grain to move in a timely
manner when we need it moved. The challenge
we face is that storage does not necessarily mean
movement. Just as it was over 100 years ago, the
movement of our grain is a joint effort with the
elevators and the railroads. It not only takes space,
but rail cars to turn that space. As a board, we want
to make sure that if we spend millions of dollars
on enhancements or new facilities, the railroad
also makes a commitment to us to get that grain to
market. Without that commitment, the grain sits and
there is no rate of return on your capital dollars.
As older wood facilities age, and with added
government regulations involving environmental
issues (dust) and safety, we are working with CHS and
the railroad to come up with projects to ensure we
will be able to serve our patrons far into the future.
It is not a fast or easy process, but it is one that is
discussed at every meeting.
In closing, I would like to wish you a safe and
profitable harvest. We have moved our annual
meeting to November this year and are celebrating
the 100th anniversary of this cooperative. I hope to
see you there. n

I started in the grain business on April 16, 1979, as a new employee of Kramer Equity Elevator.
Myron Brandt was manager at that time. I feel pretty fortunate that I had the opportunity to learn
from one of the best. One of the first jobs that I was given was to cooper boxcars and prepare
them for loading wheat to go to Minneapolis. I can remember going inside the boxcars to sweep
them out with your sweatshirt zipped up and your hood over your head just to keep the grain chaff
from blowing down your back. Picture that on a 95 degree day! It wasn’t long after I started in
Kramer that we started getting hopper-bottom cars on a regular basis. What a treat they were.
We went from loading five to six
boxcars a day to loading hopper
One of my first jobs was to cooper
cars in ten minutes. By the way
boxcars and prepare them for loading
some of the CP cars look today, I
would have to believe that the CP
wheat to go to Minneapolis.
is still sending those same cars out
today.
In 1982 I was given the opportunity to manage the seed plant in Newburg. That first year proved
to be pretty challenging as I started at the end of March and wasn’t sure what was needed for
seed or how to set the mills. Thank goodness the patrons were pretty patient with me. One thing
I remember about the seed plant is that in the early 1980’s about three-quarters of the seed that
went out was durum, and today there is very little durum seeded.
On September 1, 1995 I accepted the merchandising position in Russell. The merchandising
position proved to be the most enjoyable position that I held. Not only did I get the chance to deal
with SRC patrons, but I also got the chance to negotiate sales on the grain that we purchased. Of
course protein, dockage, vom and other discounts on the purchase side and the sell side weren’t
always the fun part of merchandising. The key is to address issues up front immediately. Overall,
I would have to say things did go pretty well. Throughout the thirty-five years in the grain business
I met an awful lot of wonderful people that I will remember forever, and I want to THANK them for
the support they have given me.
I also want to thank the past and present employees that I had the opportunity to work with. You
made my job a lot easier and I appreciate it. I worked under six general managers during my years.
Myron Brandt, Arlyn Moum, Steve Filipi, John Goodman, Tim Bullinger and Cameron Erickson. A
special THANK YOU is given to all of them for the support they have given me over the years.
I would like to welcome Jeff Kittell to our Russell office. Jeff is a very experienced and skilled grain
merchandiser and I feel he will be a valuable asset to the Russell location. A special thank you to
Mike Haberman, he has been such a treat to work with. With the experience of Mike and Jeff, SRC
will be in excellent shape to keep SRC competitive in the grain markets.
With that, I want to say THANK YOU, THANK YOU and THANK YOU for all the support the patrons
and employees have given me. We have made some great memories together. n
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SHANE LESTER
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
newburg location manager

BRANDEN HOHEISEL
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
seed sales manager

AGRONOMY
UPDATE

FROM THE NORTH

Where did spring go? I feel like I fell asleep on April
13th and woke up on June 10th. This was the earliest start
to spring work that I have had the privilege to be a part of
since I started with CHS SunPrairie. I would say the spring
of 2015 was a “normal” spring, if there is such a thing as
“normal” anymore. As many of you know, the spring of 2015
did not come without problems. The problems that we faced
in the North Country ranged from a frost scare, to hungry
flea beetles, to the top soil crusting. Luckily, the canola
survived the frost, and the flea beetles were taken care of via
insecticide and heavy pounding rains. Unfortunately, those
heavy pounding rains that slowed down the flea beetles also
caused top soil to crust and plenty of sloughs to refill again.
So I guess the straight passes that were made with the drills
are a thing of the past, at least for now. Hopefully harvesting
equipment becoming stuck doesn’t become a topic of
conversation in the weeks to come.
We have tried a few new products this year and utilized a
few older ones. One of the new products we tried is BorPak.
BorPak is a foliar feed product with 7.5% liquid boron. When
BorPak is sprayed at 16 oz/acre it is equivalent to 1 lb. of
boron. Boron is a very important tool to add at fruiting to
achieve higher yields. Along with the boron, BorPak also has
gibberellic acid in the mix for immediate uptake. The plant
then reacts on the gibberellic acid as it begins the fruiting
process. BorPak tank mixes very nicely with Proline and is
applied during early bloom on canola. We have a couple test
strips using BorPak, so if you are interested in the results,
contact me after harvest and I will let you know how the trials
yielded.
Looking forward, there will be some preharvest and
postharvest burndown being done. For preharvest wheat
burndown, 22 oz. RT3, 8 oz. LV6 and Fixate at ½ gallon/100
gallon of water will do a good job taking out any weeds that
have poked through. That tank mix will also help the wheat
reach full maturity. For postharvest burndown, fall applied
Valor at 2 oz. leaves us with very little crop rotation restriction
except for canola. Valor has residual control, so it should
be sprayed when the soil temperature is below 50 degrees.
Valor will activate in the spring when we get a ¼ inch of rain
and soil temperatures reach 50 degrees. Since canola cannot
be seeded following Valor, we have a great opportunity to
clean up canola stubble, which is oftentimes the dirtiest
stubble come spring. 22 oz. RT3, 3 oz. Valor and Fixate at ½
gallon/100 gallons of water will do a wonderful job of taking
care of weeds and alleviating some of the rush next spring.

START THINKING OF

NEXT YEAR NOW
At this time of year, it’s easy to think about
harvest, but it’s also a great time to start thinking
about next year. Start by identifying what worked with
this crop and what didn’t. Most will focus on varieties.
How did they yield? How well did their fertility program
do? You’ll also probably notice weeds that escaped.
However, the last thing you want to do is think about
running over your ground with your sprayer one more
time.
As our farming practices have changed from
conventional till to no till, the weed spectrum has
shifted. We still have some of the same problems that
have been around for years. There will probably always
be kochia, wild buckwheat, Canada thistle, wild oats
and green and yellow foxtail. In recent years, certain
weeds like dandelions and foxtail barley have become
major problems. Most recently, we have added downy
bromegrass to the list. And finally, one that could
present the most costly problem is glyphosate-resistant
kochia.
Weed management is a year-round process. As you’re
sitting in the combine and noticing weed escapes, think
about why they are there. Could a different herbicide
have been used? Is it a weed that has few herbicide
options for that crop? Could a different rate have been
used? And finally, did we kill most of the kochia, but
you have healthy thriving plants next to dead ones in
glyphosate-tolerant crops?

Time should be spent
identifying weed problems
and getting a start on them
in the fall.
Once the crop is harvested, the scouting needs to
continue. Time should be spent identifying weed
problems and getting a start on them in the fall. I
remember one time looking at a field in September
with large areas of tiny cotyledon-stage weeds,
thinking they were just your normal winter annuals
that would be easy to control the next spring. As
it turned out, the next spring, these weeds were all
dandelions. Had I paid more attention in the fall,
they could have been easily controlled. Instead
they were a problem the entire year.
Fall may also be the best time to apply any soilapplied products. If resistant kochia finds its way
to your farm, a soil applied product may be the
best method of control. This application could be
applied with other products to help manage your
newest problems.
Some of our toughest weed problems are most
easily controlled in the fall. So this time of year
can be the most rewarding when it comes to weed
management. n

I would like to wish everyone a safe and profitable harvest,
because without you, there would be no us. n
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JEFF KITTELL
SOURIS RIVER COOPERATIVE
lansford location manager

If your farm wore gloves,
our seed would fit like one.

We provide you with leading canola traits and
genetics, plus local expertise to help strengthen
your bottom line potential and help reduce risk. Let
us help you discover the right canola seed right now
for right here. Contact your local CROPLAN® retailer
or visit croplan.com

The
right
seed
for
right
here.

ON THE MOVE TO RUSSELL
As you have read earlier in this issue, I will be
taking over for Lonnie Zahn in the merchandising position
when he retires at the end of the year. Lonnie has
served Souris River Cooperative for many years and his
knowledge and experience will be greatly missed. I am
looking forward to stepping in and continuing the service
and expertise that the patrons of Souris River Cooperative
have grown accustomed to. I bring 35-plus years of grain
merchandising experience to this position. I have worked
for various multi-international and local cooperatives
serving in the capacities of elevator manager and grain
merchandiser.
Looking at the markets and what they may bring moving
forward, we must look at the following factors. Large
supplies, lack of demand, a high US dollar and, as of
the writing of this article in June, a crop that looks to be
very good that will only add to the supply side. These
factors, along with what we see as yield potential in our
crop this fall, have a definite bearish tone to them as far
as what to expect in the flat prices the producer receives
for his 2015 crop now and going forward. The prices we
have seen in the past of $6.00 to $7.00 wheat, $10.00
to $11.00 soybeans and $4.50 to $5.00 corn are just
that…the past. Going into the 2015 crop year, prices are
forecasted to be more in the area of $5.50 wheat, $8.50
to $9.00 soybeans and $3.50 corn.
We will need to keep a watchful eye on what is
happening around the world as far as what happens with
quality and yield issues, along with where the US dollar
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trade is versus the world market. With that being
said, this market year may become more of selling
into rallies and watching carries in the market to take
advantage of the best possible price the market gives
you. Transportation and storage will both be an issue
going forward. The railroads were caught up and
have a surplus of cars, but with harvest in full swing
that will change
very quickly and
could create some
I bring 35-plus years of grain
problems getting
merchandising experience to
grain moved to
this position. I have worked
the marketplace in
for various multi-international
a timely fashion.
Storage will be at
and local cooperatives...
a premium and
managing available
space will create some issues along the way.
One thing we need to keep a close eye on is the winter
wheat crop. This crop looks to have some issues
with vom, low protein, sprout damage and low falling
numbers. If we are working with a normal crop with no
vom and good protein, we could see some premiums
that will add to your bottom line in marketing your grain
and create more demand for your crop.
I am looking forward to working with Mike Haberman
and the rest of the staff at SRC in Russell to help you
the patron maximize all the marketing tools available
and create more profit. n
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RICKY ABERLE
ENERBASE COOPERATIVE
RESOURCES
cfo

KAY L A B U R K H A R T
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
broker/procurement

ONLINE PAYMENTS

IT’S TIME TO BRING

MARKETING TO THE FARM

AVAILABLE SOON

I hope that at the time of reading this you are
harvesting what looks like one great crop. We at

There are going to be some changes at your Enerbase Cooperative Resources
that will affect you, our customers. By late fall/early winter we will be in our new office

the CHS SunPrairie grain division would like to sincerely
thank you for your continued business and support and
wish you a safe, bountiful harvest. Fundamentally there is
little hope for a huge rally in the grain markets, but technical
factors are indicating that perhaps these markets are due
for a recovery. We will need to keep an eye on the US dollar
as that will limit our export business and competitiveness
in the global marketplace. Global and US weather events
could also make for some interesting trading as we move
forward.

on 46th Ave. NE. It is being constructed at the time of this writing. The new office will be
located one-half mile east of where the highway bypass intersects with Broadway on the last
light going north out of Minot. We will be announcing the exact day of the move later this year.
An exciting announcement is that this
summer we will be doing testing on
receiving customer payments online by
ACH. We will advise you when you can
sign up once the testing is completed.
If you choose to pay online, you would receive your statement by email. The email will have a
link to pay your bill online.

...we will be doing testing on
receiving customer payments online.

Risk management report for Joe Farmer

RISK MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR JOE FARMER
REPORT DATE

6/8/15 9:45AM CST. Board prices as of 6/7/15 4:34PM CST

CROP PROFILES

2015 crops: Wheat - MGEX, Wheat - MGEX (2015), Canola, Canola (2015), Soybeans, Soybeans (2015), Barley, Barley
(2015)

Profiles

PROFILES

One of the most common questions I get at work is
“Should I sell my grain?” It’s a loaded question, for which I
seldom have a good answer as it changes from grower to
grower. There are many factors that come into play when
coming up with good advice…like whether you are 10%
sold or 90% sold or whether you are making money at
current values. There’s also the big question of what the
volatile futures markets are going to do, but I think that
after six years at CHS SunPrairie, most of you have figured
out I have no idea about where the markets are going.
However, after six years, I have figured out one thing: we
need a way to make personal marketing plans for each
operation so each grower is making confident sales and
grain marketing decisions.
Enter CHS SunPrairie Ag Marketing Plus {AMP}, which is
powered by GrainBridge and DTN Portal. CHS SunPrairie
AMP creates a customized, comprehensive marketing plan
through the use of GrainBridge which calculates break-even
and profit target prices, as well as tracks your unpriced
grain against current, local market prices. Once your profit
goals are calculated, you have the option to place sales
offers in our DTN Portal, which will trade your grain at any
time, day or night, so if prices rally at two o’clock in the
morning, you won’t miss your pricing opportunity.
The best thing about AMP is that you can make as much
or as little of it as you like. If you want to use it to track
your production and contracts only, then great, it can do
that. If you want to get more indepth and use it to calculate
target prices, based off of every expense and revenue on
and off the farm and track your brokerage account against
current market prices, it can do that too. How much or how
little you use AMP is up to you, but if we know your target
selling prices and amount of unsold grain remaining, we
have the tools to help you make smart marketing decisions
12

2015 Crops
Profile

Crop

Acres

Yield

Wheat - MGEX (2015)

Wheat - MGEX

1,200-dry

50.00 (50-dry)

Production

Canola

320-dry

1,500.00 (1,500-dry)

Soybeans

550-dry

30.00 (30-dry)

16,500

Barley (2015)

Barley

600-dry

60.00 (60-dry)

36,000

Total

Storage

60,000

Canola (2015)
Soybeans (2015)

480,000

2,670

Revenue Summary

REVENUE SUMMARY
Profile

Commodity

2015 - Wheat - MGEX

Wheat - MGEX

2015 - Canola

Canola

2015 - Soybeans

Soybeans

2015 - Barley

% Hedged

Target price

Current revenue

Target revenue

33.33%

$5.6500

$326,000.00

Barley

Difference

$339,000.00

($13,000.00)

0.00%

$0.1936

$76,320.00

$92,950.08

($16,630.08)

60.61%

$9.5237

$136,351.25

$157,140.49

($20,789.24)

69.44%

$5.5937

$143,500.00

Total

($57,871.98)

$201,371.98

$682,171.25

($108,291.30)

$790,462.55

Wheat - MGEX 2015

WHEAT - MGEX

Ag Marketing Plus
AMP

2015

Acres

Yield (avg)

Production

Hedged

Target Price

Board (Jul15)

1,200.00

50.00

60,000

20,000
33.33% of prod

$5.6500

$5.7150
basis
($0.4500)

Value

Per bu

Current

Per acre

$5.4333

Target

Gross

$271.67

$5.6500

$326,000.00

$282.50

($0.2167)

Difference

$339,000.00

($10.83)

($13,000.00)

Cash Summary - Wheat - MGEX
Sale type

Qty

Cash

0.00

Basis

0.00

HTA

15,000.00

Sold

15,000.00

% Prod.
0.00%
0.00%
25.00%
25.00%

Per bu

Gross revenue

$0.00000

$0.00

$0.00000

$0.00

$5.70000

$85,500.00

$5.70000

$85,500.00

Unsold

45,000.00

75.00%

$5.26500

$236,925.00

Total

60,000.00

100.00%

$5.37380

$322,425.00

Cash List - Wheat - MGEX
Buyer

Type

Qty

Price

Delivery

Ref

Sale date

Total

CHS Minot (Minot,ND)

HTA

10,000.00

$6.10000 Mar 16

02/01/2016 - 03/31/2016

05/26/2015

$56,500.00

CHS Minot (Minot,ND)

HTA

5,000.00

$6.25000 Mar 16

02/01/2016 - 03/31/2016

05/26/2015

$29,000.00

Risk Management

-1-

and answer the “Should I sell my grain?” question. CHS
SunPrairie AMP gives you the security of knowing that
someone is watching the markets versus your target
selling prices and will notify you if the market is getting
close to trading at those levels.

One of the great things about living in the United States is our freedom to make choices.
Sixteen years ago, I chose to accept a job outside of North Dakota. Almost three years ago, I
chose to move back. You have choices to make throughout the day, from what you are going
to eat for breakfast to when you go to sleep. One choice I hope you continue to make is
purchasing from your local cooperatives as much as possible. Have you seen the commercials
where credit card companies brag about paying back one percent of your purchases?
Enerbase has been paying back seven percent or better for years. If using those credit cards
giving you one percent back is good, then making all your purchases at Enerbase and receiving
seven percent back is much better. Enerbase has paid over $10 million to our customers
in the past five years. In September, we will be paying back about another $2 million to our
customers. From our entire office staff I would like to thank you for your business. n

To help us get AMP rolling, we brought
Cole Stober on board. Cole is a
graduate of Minot State University and
originally comes from a farm in Alberta,
Canada. He’s learning the ropes at CHS
SunPrairie and with GrainBridge, and he
is ready to bring CHS SunPrairie AMP
out to the farm and create a customized
marketing plan for your operation. If you are interested in
AMP or would like to learn more, please give any of us in
the grain division a call.
A wise person once told me, “As a farmer I have to be
a mechanic, agronomist, accountant, businessman,
merchandiser and broker, and that’s just your average
Tuesday. The more I can find help with, the more I can
concentrate on managing the farm and doing what I love.”
At CHS SunPrairie we bring agronomy to the farm, we
bring seed to the farm, we bring feed to the farm. Now
it’s time to bring marketing to the farm. n
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THERE’S A
NEW FARM
SHOW IN
TOWN

and it’s all
happening this November!
November? What? Why would
anyone have a farm show in
November? That’s never been done
before!

Well, I’m so glad you asked.
Over the years, the prime agriculture purchase
season has shifted to the last quarter of the
year, making spring the time for a “social” event,
rather than a “let’s get down to business” event.
You know it, because, when does everyone
make “year-end” purchases? Of course, at the
end of the year. This is why it makes perfect
sense to put visitors and exhibitors together,
in one place, at the best time of the year, to
capitalize on this well-thought-out, perfectlytimed event.
In the summer of 2014, with plenty of drive and
ambition, I decided that I was going to make
headlines in this region. From that moment on,
the Heartland Ag Showcase was born and has
been building up momentum ever since.
I’ve spent countless weeks and months with my
pen on the paper, sorting through the details of
how to provide the best service to friends whom
I’ve been a partner with for so long.
One of the first decisions that was made was
related to the timing. As already mentioned, the
show had to be better and this was, by far, the
most crucial element. I quickly determined that
November 17-18 were the absolute best dates
and marked them on the calendar.
Location, location, location. The next big
decision was to place the show at the North
Dakota State Fair Center, located at 2005 Burdick
Expressway E in Minot. Convenience was a big
factor. Most people are familiar with the building
and it provides ample parking and easy entry for
visitors and exhibitors.
Once those two things were established, I could
really hit the ground running. And I did.
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Vendors from all around have been strategically situated in the booths
to showcase their tractors, balers, seed, fertilizers, chemicals… you
name it. They’re ready to teach you about the latest technology or
method to make your farm the most profitable it’s ever been. Want
to cut time in the field? There’s a solution at this show. Want to have
a better bottom line on your crops? There’s a solution at this show.
Anything farm-related is at this show, and you don’t want to miss it.
In addition to products, you’ll also gain a world of knowledge from
the seminars on topics such as precision ag, marketing, and tax
planning and farm & ranch estate transfer planning. These seminars
have been in the works since the first of the year to give you the most
information in the allotted 90-minute block of time. Be sure to check
out the schedule so that you don’t miss out on an opportunity that’s
been tailored to suit your needs.
On your way to the seminars, be sure to take a stroll through the
boutique area next to the upstairs concessions. Here you’ll find
jewelry, clothing, makeup and other gifts and accessories that are
sure to make the shopper in your house happy.
In addition to the Heartland Ag Showcase, I’d like to invite you to
attend a concert that’s coinciding with this event. After the show on
Tuesday, take a short drive over to the Minot Municipal Auditorium
where PARMALEE will be performing. Doors open at 6:30. Tickets
will be available for purchase at www.HeartlandAgShowcase.com
beginning August 17.
So go ahead, make a mini-vacation of it! You’ll get a great rate from
our official hotel, Grand Hotel, just by mentioning that you want the
“Heartland Ag Showcase” discount. You can visit Tuesday’s show,
then go to the concert, stay overnight at the Grand Hotel, then back
up again for day two of the show. It doesn’t get any easier than that!
Gregg Schaefer, Show Manager

For more information, visit our website at
www.heartlandagshowcase.com, call
Gregg Schaefer at 701-822-2719, or email at
event@farmshowminot.com.
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batches so you don’t steam the chops. Don’t worry if you have neither; you can do this in a pan.
See, easy!

TONY SMITH
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
ag sales/agronomist

Unlock every acre
of your field.

STEPS TO TAKE

AS SUMMER WINDS DOWN
Hello and greetings from the Mohall
location. It is hard to believe that spring’s work has
already come and gone. It was nice to see everyone
able to get into their fields at a decent time of the
year. This spring wasn’t as hectic as it has been
recently which helped the farmers who needed extra
time to get the wetter fields ready for planting. The
spring passed by quickly but not without its weather
delays. A couple of nights below freezing caused
some replant issues for some of the earlier planted
canola. Now all of that is past us and we can begin
to look forward to harvest.
As summer winds down and we begin the fall
season, I would like to talk about applying a preharvest burn-down. A pre-harvest glyphosate or
desiccant can help resolve some harvest delays
caused by uneven ripening and green stalks. These
products can shorten the time between maturity and
when you are able to harvest the crop. Be sure to
ask one of the team members at Dakota Agronomy
Partners about what specific products will work best
for you.
Many farmers were able to plant more acres this
year than they have been able to in the recent past,

...storage may be tight for a longer
period of time, it is recommended to
protect your grain against insects.
meaning more bushels during harvest. Knowing
that bins will be full and storage may be tight for a
longer period of time, it is recommended to consider
protecting your grain against insects. This is where
a product like Diacon-D can be utilized. At a cost
around $0.03/bu this is very cheap insurance for grain
that may be stored awhile. Diacon-D is cleared for
malt barley and other small grains and will provide 1218 months of continuous control.

InterLock adjuvant keeps spray deposition on target.
®

Protect your investment with InterLock® adjuvant. InterLock® adjuvant
improves crop protection performance and efficiency across a broad
spectrum of application conditions, so your investment stays where
it belongs: in your field. To learn more, talk with your retailer or
visit winfield.com

--
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WinField is a trademark, and InterLock is a registered trademark of Winfield Solutions, LLC. © 2012 Winfield Solutions, LLC
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In ending I would like to thank all of the team
members for their hard work and support throughout
this busy season. The availability of information
from our staff ensures that every grower is getting
the results they expect when dealing with Dakota
Agronomy Partners. Also, thank you to the patrons for
your business and allowing our team to be a part of
your farming operation. I wish everyone a wonderful
harvest, and good luck! n

Help us celebrate our centennial at our Annual Meeting on

November 12, 2015
at the North Dakota State Fair Events Center
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CHS BOARD OF
DIRECTORS APPROVES

NON-QUALIFIED
EQUITY
REDEMPTION
POLICY

Every company has test acreage.
We have proving ground.
New SY Ingmar

Top Choice for Economic Return
r Very high protein and high yield potential
r Very good disease package including strong Fusarium
head blight tolerance plus rust and leaf spot tolerance
r Medium Maturity semi-dwarf variety for all hard red
spring areas

Dakota Agronomy Partners has the local
knowledge and experience to help you select
and manage your wheat crop for maximum
production. For more information on AgriPro®
wheat varieties and certified seed, contact
Dakota Agronomy Partners.
DakotaAgronomy.com | (701) 852-5608

The CHS Board of Directors has announced revisions to its non-qualified equity
redemption policy affecting the company’s eligible cooperative and producer memberowners.
For fiscal 2013 and 2014 the CHS Board authorized the allocation of a portion of
patronage for those years as non-qualified equity, specifying that non-qualified equity
would not be included in the company’s annual equity redemption program. At its April
meeting, the CHS Board approved a resolution further clarifying the role and handling of
non-qualified owner equity, specifying that:
Non-qualified equity, with the exception of that held by liquidated member
cooperatives, is not considered permanent capital on the CHS balance sheet.
Non-qualified equity held by individual eligible producer-members will be managed
in the same manner as qualified equity. As such, estates and producer-members
who attain age 70 will be eligible to apply for redemption of non-qualified equity.
CHS will identify the amount of non-qualified equity redeemed annually to eligible
producer-members and periodically, at the discretion of the CHS Board, pay a
proportionate amount to eligible member cooperatives on a pro-rata basis.

“As a board, ensuring that CHS
remains strong and continues
to help you grow is always our
primary objective,” said CHS Board
Chairman David Bielenberg. “We
look forward to continuing to deliver
on that promise by maintaining a
sound balance sheet that enables
us to invest in the future; provide
quality products, services and
market access; and return direct
economic value to you.”
n
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©2015 Syngenta. PVPA 1994—Unauthorized propagation prohibited. Plant variety protection granted or
applied for Syngenta varieties. AgriPro®, the Alliance Frame,the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are
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Helping
North dakota
business grow.
Specializing in Ag
Lending Since 1939.
townandcountry.org
Minot • 852-2018
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C U R T A B FA LT E R
ENERBASE COOPERATIVE
RESOURCES
washburn location manager

ALEX FORNSHELL
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
ag sales/agronomist

IMPROVEMENTS
BACK ON THE TEAM
FULL TIME

Hi there! My name is Alex Fornshell and I am your newest Ag Sales/Agronomist for Dakota Agronomy Partners in
Minot. I am a Minot native and graduated from North Dakota State University this past spring with a degree in Crop and
Weed Science. The past two summers I have interned with CHS SunPrairie and Dakota Agronomy. This opportunity was
one of my first looks inside the agricultural business and it greatly sparked my interest, as I never looked back. I have
learned so much through my experiences on the job and at NDSU, which have prepared me for the next step in assisting
growers with their future agricultural needs. The knowledge I have acquired and people I’ve encountered have only made
me more excited to begin working year-round with everyone who makes Dakota Agronomy successful. I look forward to
meeting and working with many more of you as I begin my career with the Dakota Agronomy Partners team! n

IN THE WASHBURN AREA
The spring planting season of 2015 arrived
early and delivered one of the most uninterrupted
stretches of planting weather that most of us have
seen in years. Without any significant rain delays,
our team went 34 continuous days without a break.
And even after the first rain event, the rest of the
season continued at the same pace. Unfortunately,
that continuous pace resulted in a significant draw on
supply, where in the past we’ve had a few rain days
to replenish the fertilizer supply. But all in all, it turned
out to be a successful year in getting the crop into
the ground. At the time of this writing (June 15th),
the rest of the crop year has a favorable outlook with
adequate rainfall and good growing temperatures.
Hopefully crop prices will rebound as well. It still
remains to be seen how and when fertilizer prices will
begin to reflect lower commodity prices.
The Washburn fertilizer plant improved its efficiency
this year by adding a leg which allowed for
simultaneous loading and unloading of fertilizer.
Hazen’s new dry fertilizer plant was up and running
on the first day of the spring season, and by adding a
third floater to our fleet, it enabled us to dedicate one
of those three floaters to the Hazen area. Along with
a few modifications to Hazen’s ammonia plant, the
entire operation was running well. Falkirk’s metering
system was in place this spring, and although
soybean acres were down, the Washburn seed plant
kept busy treating soybeans and also wheat seed.

My experience on the job and at
NDSU has prepared me for the
next step in assisting growers.
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The North Dakota Department of Agriculture has
been reminding the industry that anhydrous ammonia
compliance is being held to a higher regulatory
standard. Enforcement of those standards are
being followed closely for storage facilities and
nurse tanks. Our employees will not fill nurse tanks
that do not meet the Department of Agriculture’s
compliance. Our own rental tanks are maintained
every year to meet those standards. If you need parts

or assistance in meeting those standards for your
own tanks, please visit with our staff to pick up an
inspection sheet and get parts ordered ahead of the
season. We will continue to sell new and used nurse
tanks, as well as other lines of agricultural equipment
including Meridian bins, augers and fuel accessories.
We also carry Wheatheart augers and post pounders,
Werk Weld feeders, MDS rock badgers, Degelman
products and much more!
The convenience store in Washburn received new
diesel dispensers and the bulk department is now
driving a new propane truck. Be watching for
changes inside the c-store as the bathrooms get
modernized and enlarged. The former agronomy
office building was moved over to the Hazen area
to give them a permanent store-front. The new
agronomy office in Washburn moved into the former
(ICY) building just to the south and is split between
office space and shop/warehouse.
As busy as the spring and summer was in agronomy,
it’s time to start thinking about fall fertilizer application
and how nitrogen stabilizers can work for you. As
always, we will be available for fall burn-down and soil
testing, and it’s never too early to start a conversation
about seed needs for next year. We had a strong
interest in our ag-producer financing last year and
will continue to offer that program, as well as other
producer rewards programs, and that can lead into a
more involved precision-ag relationship. Many of our
customers have told us that they like using the online
account access at www.enerbase.coop. If you have
questions, please call or stop in and we can get you
started on accessing your account information online.
Thank you for your patronage and support as we
continue to grow to meet your needs. Good luck this
fall and have a safe and bountiful harvest! n
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A FEW CHANGES, BUT STILL

GREAT PRODUCTS
AND SERVICE
Summer is finally here! A few changes will be

getaway

Your summer
starts here.

Make your summer vacation Grand.
From Minot’s largest indoor pool to
a selection of specialty drinks and
eats, we have something fun for
everyone. And all in one convenient
destination that’s close to local events,
shopping and more!

Expect
More.
More of the highest yielding
canola hybrids. More hybrids that
thrive in stressful conditions. And
now, hybrids to combat disease
and perform better under various
harvest conditions. All in all, it’s
a good time to grow InVigor —
and a good time to expect more.
Ask your retailer about InVigor
or visit Bayercropscience.us

• Relax and rejuvenate in our
luxurious suite hotel rooms

happening in the next few months here at Enerbase. The
ground has been broken and they are underway with the
construction of our new store that will be located in the north
part of Minot, just east of the Enerbase Travel Plaza. We are
hoping to be up there by September or October. As most
of you probably already know, we will no longer be carrying
Bourgault parts; this was Bourgault’s decision. We will
continue on with the Bourgault Tillage Tools parts dealership,
carrying the seed boots, tips, sweeps and adaptors. I want
to say thank you to all my Bourgault customers and tell you
how much I have appreciated doing business with all of you.
I hope you continue to come in and check out all the things
we have to offer.
I know people have been wondering what we will be carrying
for parts. We will still carry MacDon, Sakundiak (Meridian),
Farm King, Wheatheart, Westfield, Versatile swathers,
Krause, J&M Grain Carts, Degelman, hose, hyd. fittings,
sprayers parts, Wilson starters/alternators, etc. I hope you
stop in and see Misty, Ron, Mike, Warren or me and let
us help you with all your parts needs. We are looking into
getting more agriculture/ranching parts on the floor. If we
don’t have it, let us know and I will see if we can get it for
you.
Haying season is just around the corner and we are fully
stocked with sections and guards for the Versatile and
MacDon machines. We also can get any guards or sections
that you would need for your hay machines, rake teeth,
etc. Stop in and ask for Misty, Ron or me and we should be
able to help you in any way. We also have a variety of sickle
assemblies for Hesston hay conditioners that will be on
clearance, so come check them out.

• Make a splash in our large indoor
pool and Jacuzzi
• Create delicious memories with our
gourmet dishes at Primo
• Raise your glass to our single malt
scotches at Luxe Lounge

We have added several new wholegoods products:

Plan your Grand stay today!

KUHN KNIGHT mixer feeder wagons and manure
spreaders
WERK WELD creep feeders, self-feeders and bale
feeder wagons

1505 N Broadway Box 777
Minot, ND 58703
852.3161 • 800.735.4493
GrandHotelMinot.com
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MARLEIN AASETH
ENERBASE COOPERATIVE
RESOURCES
parts department manager

MDS skid steer, loader and tractor attachments – bale
spikes, forks, grapple buckets, rock diggers, etc.
FERRI offset in-line slope flail mower
This offset mower allows you to safely and easily
mow ditches. Perfect for use at bin sites, roadways,
waterways, maintain prairie roads, fence lines, and tree
rows. This mower will replace the heavy duty pullbehind swing-bladed mower and drastically reduce the
problems of throwing debris. (Requires a 60 to 70hp
tractor with a three-point and two sets of hydraulics.
Tractor minimum 5400 lbs., 6’7” minimum width, 540
PTO.)
Now is the time to start planning for your fall storage and
auger needs. We have a good selection of belt-drive and
PTO-drive augers as well as conveyors. Meridian is now
offering a 20-inch belt conveyor that is a great machine.
Don’t forget about that fence-work you may have been
putting off. Repair that corral in no time with a Wheatheart
Post Pounder.
Have your heard the buzz about the Degelman Pro-Till?
Enerbase held several demos around the area this spring.
It impressed everyone that used it and did the job it was
designed to do. This is an aggressive high-speed disc (8
to 12 MPH field speed), residue-destroying and seedbed
prepping tillage machine. It was built for sunflower and corn
growers, but we saw it on some stubble and it did a nice
job to open and blacken the soil in prep for seeding. Our
demo was set up with the rubber (flexible) packers that made
for a uniform seedbed. We are proud to have this type of
equipment to offer to our customers, as it is a product for
the future of farming. (see the video on YouTube: Protill).
We also have the Degelman Pro-Till, Strawmaster, Rock
Digger and Land Rollers on hand.
We currently have a great selection of these products in
our lots. Please stop by the store and we would be happy
to provide you with more information regarding these great
products. n

Bayer CropScience LP, 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research
Triangle Park, NC 27709. Always read and follow label
instructions. Bayer, the Bayer Cross and InVigor are
registered trademarks of Bayer. For additional product
information call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-9922937) or visit our website at www.bayercropscience.us.
CR0814INVIGOA133V00R0
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WHAT’S BEHIND YOUR SUNFLOWERS?
Go behind the scenes and you’ll discover our hybrids are developed to
deliver greater yield and oil content. We bring advanced technologies
to your farm and offer hybrids that fit multiple market opportunities
for higher premiums. Look around and you’ll find proven performance
backed with the on-farm support of people who know sunflowers.
From this perspective, the potential for profit never looked better.
Go behind the scenes at Mycogen.com/Sunflowers.

Minot
852-1265
Bottineau
228-3731
Carrington
652-2836
Crosby
965-2265
Rugby
776-5863

RATES AS LOW AS

2.80%

3.75%

FOR REAL ESTATE

FOR OPERATING
AND MACHINERY

Williston
774-0055
Bowbells
Crop Insurance
377-3703
Schaan
Crop Insurance
776-6353
Ward County
Crop Insurance
852-5432

®
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LOANS

HAIL INSURANCE

LEASES

LIFE INSURANCE

APPRAISALS

MULTI-PERIL CROP
INSURANCE

FCS of ND is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
©2013 Mycogen Seeds. Mycogen Seeds is an affiliate of Dow AgroSciences LLC.
S38-702-010 (07/13) BR 010-13449 MYCOSUNF3056
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PRAIRIE PARTNERS OUTLOOK

PRESORT STANDARD
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
PRESORT PLUS, INC.

1800 13TH STREET SE
MINOT, ND 58701

MORE GRASS.
MORE PROFITS.

ForeFront® HL herbicide offers superior, broad-spectrum residual
weed control so you can grow more low-cost grass. It offers
season long performance on more than 100 of the toughest
weeds affecting pastures, so you can be sure to get the most out of
your land. Talk to your Range and Pasture specialist to learn more.

www.RangeandPasture.com
®
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
ForeFront HL is not registered for sale or use in all states. Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a product is registered for sale or use in your state. Always read and
follow label directions.

